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Osteria La Corte. Via Montani, snc. 
65010 Spoltore (Pescara).
Tel. +39 085 415 9787

The Review
Every summer, our family heads south to Pescara, 
Italy. We trade our wool cardigans for string 
bikinis and an “aperitivo” in each hand. It’s nice to 
leave London’s bad weather behind and live la 
dolce vita for three bliss filled months.

For all its glamour, you might be forgiven for 
thinking that Pescara was another tourist trap 
full of doughy pizzas and overpriced cocktails. 
This couldn’t be further from the truth. Pescara is 
nothing short of food bliss. 

The name Pescara originates from the Italian 
word, “pesce” or fish. It’s no surprise the local diet 
is based largely on seafood. The fish is so fresh, 
many restaurants offer the dishes “crudo” or raw 
served with olive oil. It’s not uncommon to see 
the arm of a lobster twitching with life or the 
antenna of a shrimp moving.

Restaurant Spotlight:

Osteria La Corte.

Osteria La Corte
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I’m not the most adventurous of foodies. I like 
Sushi, but I draw the line at “semi-live”.
My food has to be cut and lying motionless on 
my plate. I think this is a legacy of my American 
upbringing.

Dining the Italian Way 
Being married to an Italian means spending most 
of your life thinking of food, debating texture, 
consistency and whether or not the cook used 
too much salt. There are a lot of heated debates 
around the table. Last Christmas, we spent three 
hours discussing whether or not the term “reserva” 
on a Spanish Roja wine label was nothing more 
than a marketing gimmick. I won’t bore you with 
the details.
The point is we love food.
If a restaurant is fully booked, my husband often 
tells the receptionist that I am going to write a 
review. He follows this statement with “wouldn’t it 
be a shame to miss out on free press.” This usually 

does the trick and the fully booked restaurant 
magically finds a table for two. Most recently, 
he pulled this stunt at Pescara’s restaurant 
Osteria La Corte, which is located in a brand 
new development in Spoltore. Fortunately, the 
premise is closed off creating the illusion you 
are dining deep in the countryside. The nearby 
development does not interfere with the overall 
dining experience.

A Local Venture
La Corte is the latest addition to Marcello 
Spadone’s collection, which includes Michelin
starred restaurant, La Bandiera di Civitella 
Casanova. La Corte’s name is a reference to 
the enormous outdoor courtyard. Beautiful 
stone work and impressive wooden beams 
greet visitors. Everywhere you look there are 
relics  of the building’s previous incarnation as a 
farmhouse.

Osteria La Corte

https://www.facebook.com/www.creaeventi.it#!/www.creaeventi.it
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The foyer is well stocked with wine, while a 
leg of cured ham is beautifully laid out. It feels 
as if you’ve just walked into someone’s home, 
a few moments before the party has started. 
You can appreciate the host’s slavish attention 
to detail and the amount of time and energy 
which has gone into preparation. La Corte is a 
big establishment, so big it has plans to create 
a hotel for overnight dinners or wedding 
receptions. The ethos of the restaurant is simple. 
Fresh, local ingredients served as starter dishes. 
Much like a tapas restaurant, each dish is carefully 
balanced. No flavor is too robust, no ingredient 
is too colorful. Served how your grandmother 
would minus the second helping. The execution 
is faultless. The portions are perfect, the pricing 
appropriate.

Topping the List
I’ve dined at a fair share of restaurants and I have 
to say La Corte tops most experiences, surpassed 
only by Paul Ainsworth’s restaurant, No. 6 in 
Padstowe, Cornwall, UK.

Ainsworth’s desserts are the stuff of cooking 
legends. In 2011, he won Great British Menu for 
his dessert ‘a trip to the fairground’. If you aren’t 
familiar with his cooking, just Google “a trip to the 
fairground” and you will see why his restaurant is 
number one on my list.

All this to say, La Corte beat some tough 
competition. While I didn’t have the chance to
sample dessert, the dishes my husband ordered 
were exquisite. Unpretentious, yet refined—the 
chef behind La Corte is a mastermind of modern 
cuisine. He successfully updates traditional 
dishes like “Cacio e Uova”, breathing new life into 
the regional cooking of Abruzzo. Pescara’s local 
diet isn’t limited to fish. It also features lamb and
beef from the nearby mountains Spiedini or 
Arrosticini (lamb skewers) are a favorite.

Beef features largely in La Corta’s menu as does 
anchovies. The restaurant benefits from its own 
vegetable patch. The rest of the ingredients are 

Osteria La Corte
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sourced from a farmers’ market once a week. Needless to say, the food’s freshness is next to none. 
Open pastures, sun and endless stretches of blue sky are felt in each lingering flavor. The
wines echo this in its rich, full body notes of the Abruzzo region.
We sampled over eight antipasta dishes, followed by a shared plate of pasta and a shared main.

Osteria La Corte
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About the Author
Simone Innamorati is a published author and freelance writer, 
residing in London, U.K. She writes on a variety of subjects: food, 
lifestyle, self-help and men’s fashion. She is an avid baker and wine 
enthusiast.
She hopes to release a book on a collection of recipes that have 
been in her family for 200 years,promoting sustainable living and 
traditional French country cooking.

Osteria La Corte

What We Ate
Fennel Salad with extra virgin olive oil and anchovies
Panzenella (traditional dish of crusty bread softened with water and oil) capers, olives, chives, 
parsley and fresh baby tomatoes
A triage of home pickled carrots and zucchini/grilled onions/fennel salad with rustic bread
Fish balls made with cod and potato lightly fried
Baked onion (with skin) filled with onion and parmesan puree
Antipasta featuring local cured ham, salami and pecorino cheese
Pecorino ricotta with delicate tomato sauce and a hint of chili
Cacio e uova balls with a delicate tomato sauce
Scrambled egg with truffle
Linguini with sun tried tomatoes, anchovies, breadcrumbs and olive oil
Deep fried courgette flowers stuffed with mozzarella and anchovy
Aged steak rump soaked in saltwater (softened with meat cleaver) & a side of greens
Espresso with Nonna’s cream shortbread and green grapes

Verdict: My favorite dish by far was the “Cacio e Uova” lightly fried balls of cheese. Melt in your mouth, 
light and fluffy with a rich tomato sauce, I was overwhelmed by both the texture and taste of this 
dish. Though La Corte’s menu is both traditional and unpretentious, you can clearly see the Michelin 
starred pedigree shining through the deceptively simple dishes.


